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PREFACE
A

gUnoo at recent psychological articles

shows an in-

creasing Interest in the question of Orientation,

They vary

in content from a study of how ahlte rats orient,
to the

problem of homing of birds, with an occasional reference
to
human beings, scientists in France, Germany end other
countries
have given time and effort to the solution of the problem
of
"how animals find their way about.*

They have recognized the

importance of the problea and are desirous of understanding
this oyster? of behavior.
g&ftfe

is orientation?

itymologicsi conceptions would be

to define "the position of, or arrange, in relation to the

east or to the points of the toapetaj hence, to ascertain the

bearings of," or again "to set right, as by adjusting to principles? arrange in order or ao as to show the interrelation
of parts or objects,"

Orientation in hu^an beings is a kind

of judgment, conscious or not, of the relation of objects of
the environment to others and to our body.

{££ 178)

Orientation seess to divide itself logically into three
types: Right-Left, Behavioral «nd Compass Orientation.

The

purpose of this thesis is to study these types and prssent laboratory methods of testing them with especial emphasis upon Right*

Left and Compass Orientation.
So far as the writer can determine, no previous attempt

has been made to aeesure the ability to orient.
that

»• believe

better knowledge of our own aethods of finding our way

about will help to enlighten the general problem of orientation.

CHAPTER I
PBOBLSM OF ORTSBTATIOf

JJ£S

One of the problems whioh early interested the biologist
and layman alike wae how animalr found their way about.

It

wae observed that birds could travel many miles to reaoh a

warmer place at which to spend the winter months but that in
tho spring they returned to the same locality.

Later efforts

by bird banding proved that some birde returned lone distances
to the very neots v,hioh they had Inhabited the previous year.

The question was, how oould they do this?

Did they possess

some inner magnetic needle which registered ae a compass?

Bid they possesn some sixth sense which told them the way?

Or did they see further and note landmarks more carefully
than we could understand?
quoted by
lags of

The use of homing pigeons in

(35)
.atson and Laahley to have been found in the writ*

jaaoreon who

v*as

born in 550 B. C. They have been

used since then in time of war and pease and until 1850
almost every army post used pigeons to carry messages.

The

use of mlcrophotography enablon messages of 50,000 words to
be recorded on & paper welding 0.5 gram.

Even in the

World War, when wireless and telegraph systems were avail*
able, some use was mad

of pigeons.

Han has mads use of an

unusual ability on the part of these birds to find their way
back to the oote and scientists have given various explanations of this ability*
Viguier, a French scientist, is among those who asserted
that it was a magnetic sense.

He maintained that terrertial

magnetism wae the physical force responsible and to the bird

he attributed appropriate organs to perceive the value of the

miotic

act lone in Inclination ana declination.

In this way

the bird when magnetic conditions were once known, would

always be oapnble o

f"

go in.| directly to thv destination.

MM

if carried a considerable distance it would always be able
to go directly to its point of departure.

This sense would

giro the general direction and bring the animal to a place

where the five senses could be employed.

According to Tlguler

"torrential magnetism induces true current* in the endolymph

of the canals, the intensity of which varies with the position

of these canals with respect to the directions of the needles
of inclination and declination, and with the intensity of
(S3)

the magnetic phenomena*

Others have attribute* the ability to the action of
(35)

atmospheric currants, wind, and so forth,

Thaasies node

observations and tells among other things an incident oc-

curring In 1907 when nine ty-nine pigeons were released at
Orleans, France.

Only eleven birds eame back before night.

Other members of societies reported similar tardiness that
day.

Investigation proved that there had been severe el-

ectrical storms in the vicinity.

To us thie re ens inconclu-

sive but it was, however, his belief that some natural forces

used by the^g^geons had been disturbed.
Reynaud after observation of pigeons of the movable
cotes of the French army offered a very different opinion

and stated a law oonoerninr orientation of these birds

which became the "loi du oontrepied" •

This law says that

they return over the

pM

route they hay* rr«*viouely

or that they retraoo their "etepe".
ciroular ftwula could 1n
i

aorae

trwcUPd

He believe thnt the ee»i-

wiy »«#t«1t*r the vnr'

turne #

oqgg

In 1900 Bonnier proposed a theory that there were

ponsibllltleo of orientation*

t*/o

One might orient when he ar-

rives at or when he leaves the point of departure.
forraer one oust have notice** landnazfes,

7o Jo the

lthout l*vndw\rfc«,

however, the second "kind of orientation eould he rj«oea

n

by maintaining, without recording every dis-la©

f*

r^n*-

.

-he*

awareness of the point of departure with relation *© oner*!?.
The objection I would raise to the theory

ility of bei»# oriented to the

w;i

oint frommhioh one

It is sore essential to have used a einilftr

way

front

home or

tfco

br»

<1

rooe^p

ut-

the.
1??

»-o1n#&

*.h«»

place to which you will l«,t«r he

e»M~©

nrfce-

;x

to #o and then on the return to establish a fr^ae of r*f*r««nee

including both the point of dep rtu^e

unsl

wore

maelilly

the

r-oal.

In 1909 Hatchet-, duplet made experiments with travelling
cot. s.

He found th t levin/? pigeons, moving the oarrla**,

and then reloanin# the» they could find th* eote
to ten kilometers*

Beyond

t:

is

,U-taroe M-H;-

r-npiftljr

•">-*

none returned from a distance beyond twelve fci1o«r*» — •

allowing ei«At bird© to fly thirty- ft re setc*-oarri

upon a rival at a

nw

••hovr

uv
-r,d

By

*><*

pi oe and then pittiBf then in

baskets, returns were made froo one hundred klloart**--

,

Ten

birds were riven the eane test without observation rer^odf? and
they wore nil loot,

From these experiment

was inpreoeed with the effect of vision
Prota

the op ortunity to fly abov

u-

4'

Hatchet- outlet

on orientation,

the cote he believed the

•4*»

birds received a set of "rlsunl m«raorie«,"

He «ainta«**d

that they did not have a clear l»a**e t but r '.th*r n
s*>ne* of
"deja vu fanilier" and that the ability of a bird to
see the

nest by direct et^ht is neater than believed.

nvnM

An hie

ion for the feel in;- the bird hog ia?l!ep., he Merely senses

having already seen it.

It seems familiar to hits.

The work of ao&enbaok in 1895 included a test on a
blind

pigeon, the result of vfcieb a#rreee with the opinion of
Hatohot

rouplet as to the importance of vision.

This plwon, which

had learnei hy sound to reenter the note when within hearlw*
distance, was released fa an open field within ten minutes

fllf^t by a sound bird.

The pisrron flew unw

witho»4 cir-

rfl

cling and then in the opposite direction from the
hlrd never returned.

If work of this

5cind.

had

effce*

bettn

Th*»

con iJ, ru*}

the result? alfrht hare been eono'urive,

Sohneid-r, Hod<e and Tteoh$tel are others

orientation.
in the pigeon.

Hone of the

e

th.5r.1r

int.' -"--ted in

that it 1s a *|£«1«1 Mttst

."ehnelder oonoludea that if

moh

»r#

the

ease young pigeons woald find their **y about easily.

He

showed that the yonn#r if not in di peo t rimy of *h<»ir hones

experienced /rreat difficulty when released , eren if the distance were short,

Hodpe showed that younjr

i/reens *o#n4 tine

flying about establishing a "systen of vl sunl lsnd»-«V»« and
th:t if they were transported in o«en car^" th»v returns*

easily, but if transported in oloso

:

oa«-e«

they «ade e

«©*»*,

He saw the importance of training in order for then to take
a straight Odfsrs* hack to the eote.
J, Watson and K. S, Lasbley, working u^on

the-

'rohl^ra

of

«

the nesting behavior of the nod fly and oo^ty
Tortu^ao, Florida in 1910-1913 wide many •%««»v*+fe*l
Mtf
pointed out other experimental evidences concern ijnr th*
orien-

tation of these birdr? which discredited cental of these above
mentioned theories. To chaw the im-*oseibi*
sensibility and the reflex theories which V1*eiie~, Theurles,
;'(aynrmd

and others had brought forth, they called attention

to v/ork of Bxner who st Inula ted the semi-eironla

-

canals of

birds on the forward Journey and found that the! r re ttn "r^n
hindered and many were loot.

W!«ie

The work of Sxnar, howev-r, wac

earried on with only a few birds and evidently p#or fivere
go that it does; not seera

conclusive.

eorwot

to consider hie

*"or1c

entirety

Among- the experiments ^erforme'* nt B1--* K»»y

WtSN fli|*tc of eight hundred to one

body of water.

tnottftand

mites

as they ttathematieaily »how, a bird

ovr

£

«-ortld

have to fly imr-oesibly hirh and the curvature of the earth woulc
have to be very abrupt fa order for land to be wear b" thr*o
birds from such i sreat distance.
terns, at least,

had.

no

e-peel--.!

They ale* uroved that the

tactual, or olfactory raeehar <e»«

by which means Cyon hae announce? in 180? that biHle »rfent«d a
ivateon and

Lashley filled the anterior naree of three r?e*dy

terns with warm wax and let it harden.

Their feet rmr* tied

to prevent their scratching at the wax.

Best and one control bird to Xdsr^erh*"*

Two
.

'"he

-"ei»e

te>w

*e jrey

fi^st tw© «e*e

on their nests at daybreak and the third retnr»*d thirtv minutes?

after they had

hfien

rele^eei.

!2hecon©lnsions of these men aw to eroxSwate or 1

<»n

*

•>

is that it Is accomplished on the h««is §§ Ptwnml h^bi C*
Jclnaej-thetio habits Involved te a lesser ex' en*

t•

cm

*'f

nn* with no

th

-6-

evidence of any special sense organ.

To the problem of dis-

tent orientation in animals their results are negative,

is do

not consider them less valuable, however, for they face the
danger of explaining the problem with current theories although
they «do not suggest the assumption of some new and mysterious

sense.*
Let us now turn to a book publi shed in
Find Their Say

*bout% by Etlenn© febaud.

13£8~ H How animals
Ci»5

This book tells

of sany experiments performed with various animals.

heard so often of the
ered sufficient

H bee-line"

Ve have

end how the bee, having gath-

nectar, knows iaraedletely in which direction

to turn end flies directly home.

By ft&beud we ere Impressed

with the fact that bees and «asps, upon leaving the nest for
tne first

ftlsse,

rise into the air, flying bisckwerds vitfe their

eyes turned toward the nest.

Evidently the insect geta the

Image of the nest and its surroundings.

He then comes beck

and forth, raund and round, forming what

raay

be Etssuaed to be

(£7? 18)

sensory images.

Buttel-Reepen

found that bees who had not

been allowed to emerge previously, when released froa forty to

eighty meters from the hive were inco able of returning when
a tree, house or thicket hid the wey, or sft.er twilight.
.

hieh

hfid

Others

been allowed to circulate about the hive experienced

no difficulty.

Thus quoting his o«n and the experiments of

others Hebeud Impresses one with the Importance of the various
senses and the absence of any special sense of direction.

Just

as vision is emphasised for flying insects he shows the impor-

tance of the olfactory sense in ants when moving in columns
but that luminous cues becoate primary when the trail gives out.

The limpet uses tactile cues,

Rabeud's final conclusion Is

that animals vary In the use of certsln
cues end that "all
the sense organs take part simultaneously
or successively
In the phenomenon. All register varied
images and these
images are associated with one mother, forming
i complex in
the nervous system of the animal.
or Example, the nest of
the animal exists for him only as a "function
of the complete
whole." Tne plgeea sho has not foraged about
the cots has no
relation of his nest with the whole surroundings and Is
thus

"^%

disoriented.

He believes the animal tends to simplify the

"complex* & nd

tt>ke i

straight line between two points."

In

short, the elaboration of the complex of images is such
that
the nest site becomes connected, not in an isolated
manner

with one or another of the parts of the cotaplex, but
with every
one of them, that 13 to say, with the complex in its entirety.
Thus is constituted the "bee-line" or the «crow flight," which

becomes ultimately more or less kinesthetic.

For visual,

olfactory, or other Images there is substituted the memory of
s

certain muscular effort, which the animal accomplishes in

known territory, without the constant aid of exterior cues."
3s baud

emphasizes memory of sensory cues.

He considers the

process to be one of registration and elaboration with all
the senses intervening in various degrees, and discredits
any theory supposing another special sense of orientation,

Although we

h?

v© found in these writings a few short

references to it, few attempts have been made to understand
the problem of orientation in human beings.

-0If we could understand better this process which Is

going on in our ainds when a situation requiring this insight
into the relationship of objects in our envlronaent arises,

perhaps we could better coaprenend science's attempts to

explain orientation in anla&la.

This thesis shell a*ke no

attempt to study or explain the process in animals but it
is the contention of the writer that we should know the process

of our own taeutel reaction to & situation requiring orients tion.
Do «e depend usjn vision, upon rearing,

e>

kinesthetic sense?

What Is our process of orientation?
It Is evident that we aust decide whether or not it is
a special sense.

constantly see evidences of, and ourselves

experience disorientation.
tftea

If we had a special sense it would

that people would experience -such less difficulty in finding

their way about.

V.'e

shall snake a study in

•

Inter chapter of

the experiences of soaa one hundred subjects.
It Is quite evident froa our everyday experiences that

we do not use a special sense of direction,

through a wooded section, entering

a

Thus in walking

str&nga city or taking

several turns when driving an automobile we may experience dis-

orientation,
cues.

o

have to recall the turns by sesns of certain

For example, we aay employ visual tteaory, or perhaps

find a landmark such as a hill by which we can visualise the

relationship of our present location with our own hoae, where
we left our autcaobile or soae such
iou

raay

ask if such a sense

generated froa disuse,

Sclent*

gftftJU

rsey

have existed but has

H, H. DeSllva In en article in

told of a boy with an exceptional ability to give

the oorroet compass point, in any
normal situation but who

w

completely disoriented when blindfolded
end rotated.
He did not posses* any one sense which
gave him the correct
response. Here is en example of a person who
orients ex-

ceptionally well but when vision

fei

cut off and he is

rotated becomes completely disoriented.
become confused.

!

«e

**, too, often

ere not able, in the case of moat

individuals, to stop end immediately point to North.

This aeems to be a difficult process for us.

,?e

do, however,

find exceptional people who seen better able to do
this then

others but even these people rely on the ordinary senses.
-hen we stop to analyze and compere the process in

several individuals we soon see that It is naturally the

person who is quickly able to find his relation with things
outside himself, who ia well oriented.

It is whether or not

you experience that unplessant and annoying sense of being
lost or turned about for a shorter or longer period of tlae

which shows your inability to orient.

Tills

disoriented is psychologically important.
the sensation of being "lost."

feeling of being
Ie do not enjoy

We like new situations and

plioes but we like to know where we are In relction to known
things.

Some people are more interasted in this relation-

snip than others, end some situations demand it more than

others.

Some people do not care where they are in regard to

large areas.

They are quite content if they do not know

that Boston Is East of them or that they take the left hand

fork to go to New York.

It

la often unnecessary in our

-10-

present day of sign boards and route numbers
to be oriented
In these terras. If there were no ouch
directions, however,
and we needed to keep soae kind of bearing
In order not to
proceed at a ninety decree angle and travel soae
extra fifteen
miles out of our way, then we might be a little raore
concerned.

Or suppose we lived in a thickly wooded section
and

hunted our own game.

Following trails and beating through

woods we might be aore perturbed If we had lost our
awareness
of the relation of our present position with outside and

known things.
There are situations such as finding oneself tbout in
a new city, in which one can become completely disoriented.

If any one has experienced those few panicky seconds of

being lost, one knows how unpleasant It la.

I

remember, as

a child, when I was too young to Immediately think of asking

some one the way, as our dislike of the sensation teeches
us to do,

I

experienced such an unpleasant feeling.

I

was

separated from ay feaily at an intersection in what than
seemed to ae to be a large city.
four years old, but

I

I

was probably then only

still reaeaber the Incident.

It left

an indelible impression of the most unpleasant kind to see

people go by, to see strenge stores which all looked alike
to me, to see several streets down which I might go, and

above all, to be Just lost.

m&

Uy mother would tell that it

only whilo a few people passed between us.

It wes a

matter of seconds but It seemed minutes, and the memory has
lasted through years.

People lost in the woods will tell

-11of similar feeling*.

This emotional upset it probably

detrimental to the human being's ualng the
CU09 he
as to hia whereabouts*

fflfty

hm

A study of the problems of which
people have written

end observation convinces us that there
are three types of

orientation.

First there is Right-Left Orientation in

which we place something in relation to ourselves.

We turn

to the right, look for a book on our left,
alleys thinking

in terms of the way we are facing.

This of course varies

with our position and offers problems in orientation.

Sup-

pose that you are a physical education director
and are

giving corn-sands to a beginners' class.

You say, "right

face," and to feeiliute their turning you immediately
face
left.

Perhaps by now it has Merely become a substitution

of right for left but at one time you had to imagine
your-

self facing the direction in which the class was facing and

decide the %oy in which you wanted them to face.
words, you oriented yourself.

In other

Some people seem to have

greater facility than others in this Right-Left Orientation
and this thesis will attempt to show and measure this ability.

/mother type of orientation ynd one which has seemed
to command the attention of the observers is whet

Behavioral Orientation.
to some goal.

life.

I

shall call

This is a sathod using the relation

It is the common situation in other vertebrate

The animal is oriented in regard to his nest or burrow,

ne may wander afield but he can. In the case of a good many
animals, take a more direct route home without retracing hia

-1**
path.

This ability is probably surrounded
with more mystery
than any other. Human beings In some
situations have very
little need for or chance to develop this
type of orientation
to any extent. People, however, seem to
vary In their ability.
One person upon going to a new city, having
perhaps been driven
to hla office, will have little difficulty
in getting
horse.

Of course, he can not take a direct route in
a city district,

but he will have observed that he came from a
certain direction
toward his office building. The person with gooA
orientation

will have noticed about how far he came.

I

do not mean In

miles but by an awareness of -aovement and an estimate of
time
he will be able to approxlaate the distance.

He aey not even

follow the route over which he was brought the first time,
but
he realizes the general direction In which he is to go.

Soon

he may recognize a familiar corner drug store or a church he
knows to be in his neighborhood ©nd from which he orients and
finds home.

How we can readily see that In human beings vision,

relative fatigue, passage of time, sense of aoveraent, observation,
and memory of details are Important to orientation of this type.

From an unfemllierlty with this process or

a lack of faith

In it the reader may realise that we do not develop this ability
to the fullest extent.
It.

Comparison

in this respect.

«?ith

£'ome

writers contend that we have lost

eniaals readily shows their superiority

Incidents showing the ability of uncivilized

people Impress us with our Inferiority.

We must remember,

too, that the uncivilised person has more time to explore and

gat to know hl» laaedlate onvironaent.

He gradually goes

far afield and beooaes faalliar with wider territory.

He

travels on foot for the aost part and this slow aethod gives
more opportunity for observation; his very livelihood d ©sands
th&t he hunt in the dense sections .vhlch ?ake It essential
for hla to aalntaln soae frame of reference.

orientation seeao to be

a aethod

This type of

In which the able subject

keeps in sind, perhaps subconsciously, the relation of himself

with some fixed goal.

It aey be true that the more sub-

conscious we keep the process end the leas we try to reason
out and reaeaber every single step to be taken the aore
successful we aay be.
Notice tales of trappers end hikers and we find that

aeaory is very Important in their orientation.
a

tr?,pper,

*hen writing about an experience

seys, *For five hours

warning,

I

plodded, wallowing on.

was In ay own country.

spruces In which
I

I

I

I

had killed a deer

recognised
on*?

tlae.

saw & blaze on a tree, an old trap line

years before

a*ray back,

)f

Jla toiley,
being lost
Then, without
a

cluap of

Jnat beyond

had run fifteen

I

east of the 'Seat Canada Lakes.

In

two hours I was In one of ay trap-line cabins with a fire
(20)

going end something to eat."

This also shows his familiarity

and experience with a large territory, as well as a reaarkable

memory.

The clump of spruce, the blazes, were as significant

as the corner drug store.

They had association for hla.

The third type of orientation which
is Coapasa Orientation.

I

wish to discuss

We have said that uncivilized people

-14-

probably us* Behavioral Orientation.

It Is also Inter-

esting to note that certain savages
tm Madagascar Qave no
word 3 for right and left. Their
orientation is probably a

composite of these last two types,

ffhereas,

Rlght-Uft

Orientation varies with the direction in which
one If feeing, this last type, Compass Orientation
has

fixed fraae of reference.

direction and is

a

constant or

a

It facilitates the giving of

means of easier comaunication *ith others

in regard to position.

Becexuje of the necessity of t com-

pass, sorse notation as to the direction of sone
landmark,
or

»om

other source of information,

niost

people in this

section of the country do not learn to orient this way.
People, because of training and habit and awareness of
the

lack of training on the part of others, think it easier
to
give a series of right-left directions rather then the
coapass direction*

This type of orientation is quits

tafty

to understand.

W© have the conventional nomenclature of North, East, South,
and West for given points,

use of s

coiaptisa

may find one of these by the

or aore advantageously by certain fairly

constant facts of nature.
sun and the North Star.

essary to orient

fi'e

frors

one»s surroundings.

People orient aost often by the

Having found soae point it Is necthat to find other relationships with

People do this differently.

Soase

people

see the surrounding territory as if from above and put North

at the top.

Some people see

a

map and others say they place

a l*r£e conventional eoapess design around themselves.

\!any

problems occur in Compass Orientation.
one travelling from North to South

location on

t»

aap.

If he *ere

racy

j$oini»

For example,

sorae

attempt to find his

from South to North it

would be quite simole but in this case he nay feel as if he

wore standing on his heed.

They

z.ve

Some find it easier than others.

able to read the sap readily and gain from it the

desired tnf onaation.

Others find it quite difficult.

e>rnrdl038 of evidences of Individual differences

in both Right-Left end Compass Orientation no previous

attempt

hr.s

been made to measure this facility.

pointed out, it is

As has been

comparatively quicker thing for some

people to "turn themselves cbout mentally" than other people.
We have suggested also, that the ability mi-jht be more useful
if automatic .

Our problem in testing then will be to get the

comparative results,

4th the individual's reaction

to sit-

uations requiring no orientation discredited, of responses
to type situation in tfhicn orientation is necessary.

18CHAPTJ3R II

MSm& U PRIEHTATTOH
In order to obtain information
concerning the way in

which people orient and factors
influencing the process a
series of questions were asked one
hundred five subjects concerning their ability to orient and the
cues which they used.
These questions enquired about various
environmental factors,
methods of orientation and experiences which
we thought might
in some way influence the problem.
This is the series of questions.
1.

Is it easy or difficult for you to orient

yourself directionrlly?

£.

Which is easier for you, to think in terms
of right and left or compass directions?

3.

fthat

4.

In your home has it been customary to use
points of the compass in giving directions?
Do you ever use compass directions? How?

6.

ire *ou right handed, left handed and / or
ambi-d extrous?

6.

Which is your aiming eye?

7.

Looking from above does your hair grow in a
clockwise or counter clockwise whorl?

8.

ffitaat

9.

Do you customarily orient from the E. S.
S, or W? Have you ever changed your habit
In this respect?

10.

explanation can you give for this
preference?

cues aid you in orienting yourself to
compass directions?

What direction does your house face?

~17-

U.
12.
13.

Do you often use the direction
of a
familiar street or road in orienting
yourself?
Do you orient by the sun?
Do yo« orient by some landmark such
es
tell building or hill which you know g steeple,
to be in *
given direction?
if ao whet is u?
iVh
direction is it?

™

14.

Can you orient yourself on a asp when the
ton
does not indicate north?
If so what cues do
you use?

15.

VThile playing

16.

Is either of your parents left handed or
ambidextrous? Is either parent very ouick at
orienting him - or herself to either rieht-

checkers or chess can you and have
you ever visualized the board from your opponents
position?

left or compass directions?

17.

Have you ever as a guide or hotel clerk, etc..
had to .accustom yourself to giving directions?
If so, did it aid your orientation? In what way?

18.

Have you ever been disoriented upon entering a
city for the first time? v.'het caused this disorientation? How did you overcome it?

19.

Do you live in a rural or urban district?

20.

Are you generally interested in "getting your
bearings " or has it never seemed' important
to you?

£1.

Have you observed any other peculiarity or
interesting fsct about your sense of orientation? Are any of your acquaintances exceptionally good or poor at either rightleft or coiapass orientation? If so, are
there any comments you can wake about them?

Let us now examine the results.
PREF8FJVSD TYPE OP DIRECTIONAL ORIENTATION
No,.

Per cent

Right-Left

72

68. f#

Compass

£4

22. 8#

3

8.5J?

Either

-18Various reasons were gi

m

for preference, the most

common answer being that they could
merely consider It a
matter of habit and constant usage.
Others found various
bases for their choice. They
can be summarized

as follows;

10 Learned this method first.

Zl More common usage therefore
directions

given are more easily comprehended.
S Compass directions were never used
at tap*.

E Lived in city where thought in terras
of

streets, and neither knew where any compass
;>oint vas

5

nor was able to see 3un and stars.

Have to stop and find some point and then
find direction in which going.

Find it

difficult,
1 VftJ daiighter of

woman who had difficulty

with Right-Left and therefore encouraged
to practice and use a great deal,
1 tfever used sun nor knew stars end therefore
lacked, point from Ahich to readily orient.

2 Think of themselves in a given position end

therefore give right or left of tuemselves.
2 Are decidedly right handed and think "the

hand and not the hand."
1 Obeying military commands made him think in

terns of ri :ht-lef t.
;

£ Prsfer to think this way concerning small

areas but Tor large areas use compass terms.

-19* In driving car have come to think
of turning

right or left from road on
which traveling.
1 Made conscious of right and left because
is
really left handed but trained
to uae right.
1 Has no confidence in ability to tell
compass
points.
8 Did not express an explanation.
V?e

see tail there are various
points made here.

It

is quite evident that our every
day practices, contacts

with others snd training encourages
the use of Sight-Left
Orientation,
There were those, however, who found that
certain things
had encouraged their using Compass
Orientation.
£ Live in the country where sun and star3 are

closely observed.
1 Surveying,

1 Studying landscape architecture,
1 Living in the West where directions are more

often jiven in Compass terms.
3 Studying geography and maps.

£ Being brought up with people who used Compass

directions in the home.
£ Hiking, hunting, etc., which made it necessary

to find his way about.

Found it necessary to

notice sun, stars end so forth.
1

Yachting.

1 Always Interested In

the home.

a

well

»aap

%hieh hung in

-201 Had rttfft cui t y determining the
right or left

hand,
3

Bsed it as a matter of habit.

£

hatched the oosition of the sun.

5 Did

not offer an explanation.

Some said that they found it much
simpler to use
Compass Orientation. It Is doubtless
true that, the absolute
points would be easy for us if »e were
accustomed to them.
In giving directions and following
them it would be much
simpler to be instructed to bring a
book from the Northwest
corner of a certain room than to be told
to go into the room
and face left then to look in the right
hand corner. There
are more directions to remember and it
Is much harder to give
these directions, if people would notice
soae cue as
to

North, South, East or ^est and make it a practice
to be compassly
oriented this method would probably prove much
simpler.

To answer a question concerning a possible influence
of
the home upon the lack of use of Compass Orientation
we questioned the use of comoass directions in the home.

hundred and five homes only thirty-four used them.

Out of one

Fifty-four

never did and seventeen only gave directions or oriented by
this means occasionally.

USE OF COMPASS DIRECTIONS IN THE HOME
Nuaber

Per Cent

Yea

24

?g.7«?

No

57

54. 8#

Occasionally

17

16. 3#

104

j

-SI-

SUBJECTS USINO COMPASS
BX1UBTI3I6

M°

£8

£9.1*

Occasionally

18

U»0

Not having to Interpret
and utilise

^»| directions

at home
probably gives one reason for
a preference for
Pight-Left
Orientation. To encourage
Compass Orientation, hoover,
such
training as given in Boy .couts,
Oirl Scouts, surveying
courses
*nd architecture as well as
life situations demanding the
use of
compass points were mentioned
by some sixty-eight people
who
said they themselves did use
co:a P *ss directions to
varying

decrees.

People also mentioned that living
in the country one
was more inclined to be coapassly
oriented. * study of this
proved that more rural people
preferred Compass Orientation
than city people did. Although our
results did not show a
wide margin we believe that this is
a fair statement.
Probably
our results were not more conclusive
because many of the subjects
spent supers in the country and because
the
S. C. campus,
their present environment, is situated
in a rural community.
The most common compass point from which
to orient was
North. ?.e can see from the table following
that the preference
is a decided one.

PREFERRED ORIENT ATION POINT
Ho.

North

Per Ceitf

56

58.7JC

£2

£1.5?

South

3

»*•£

West

8

7.8*

IX

1Q.7JC

East

No Preference

This is doubtless due to our familiarity with maps.

We

tend to make a fttttt of reference with North at the top.

Another reason might be the use of the North Star by rchich many
said they oriented at night.

Others mentioned the use of the

growth of moss on the north side of tree trunks by which they
had learned to orient.

The use of £ast and West is easily

understood by the frequent references

raade

to the sun.

Fifty-

seven and one tenth percent of the responses to a question as
to whether or not the subject used the sun by which to orient

were "Yes."

Another method used was to reaercber the direction of a
faailisr street.

Seventy-seven end one-tenth percent said

that they utilized this method, and seven and six-tenths per

cent only did this "occasionally."
some compass point

.vera

buildings, rivers,

-rioon,

Other neans of finding

the use of a steeple or tower, hills,

the ocean, sunset, the names of near-

by towns such as East Brookfield, West Springfield and remem-

bering the location of one's house or how one faces when

working at hia desk.

A study was made of the correlation of

the direction in which one'3 house faces and the preferred

orientation point.

It showed that only about twenty per

«""

f

cent oriented from the point to which his house faced.

This

is not a very large per cent and leads one to believe that

this Influences a few individuals but is not general.

The

most important influences seem to be the familiarity with maps
and the use of the sun.

Some people said that they experienced greater facility

with maps than others.

Sixty-two and eight-tenths per cent of

the subjects expressed the opinion that they were able to read
a map placed so that North was not at the top.

The method in

general was to find two familiar towns roads, landmarks, bodies
of water or some line such as the coast line fro* v/hich to

determine a North, South or East, West direction.

All stressed

the importance of having something familiar for a cue.

person mentioned that the capit&l letter of

u

given, would in the majority of cases be west.

One

town name, if

Some people

then imagine the map twisted around but more people read it
as it is, imagining themselves turned around.

So-.se

experience

so much difficulty that they actually have to turn the map

around with North at the top.

If you watch people reading

maps you will notice a tendency to do this or else twist the
head,

The ability to mentally turn oneself around was shown

in a previous chapter to be significant as a process in

orientation.

As we saw then, it varies tfith

the individual.

Of the group of subjects, twenty-seven had experiences
as hotel clerks, guides and so an which most of them thought

had improved their orientation.

Several mentioned that it

had necessitated their noticing the directions they were

taking, the relation of certain buildings and streets end

-24the location of th© compass points, their
remembering the
landmarks, turns and so on and their visualizing
a picture
of the vicinity. Some mentioned that
the frequency of giving
right and left directions helped them determine
right and
left much more quickly. On© or two felt that
it had not

improved their ability.

cause

One said that It confused him be-

he was accustomed to think in terms of compass

directions but he had to give them to others as right
and
left.

This seemed exceptional, however*

We mentioned in Chapter

I

that people disliked the sen-

sation of being disoriented and were usually interested
in

knowing where they were,

fife

presented this question to our one

hundred and five subjects and found that seventy- three were
generally interested, twenty-six were not and that six were
interested at times.

« study of the comparative interest of

people living in urban or rural districts shows that of the

former eighty-two and five tenths per cent are interested in
"getting their bearings" while only sixty-four per cent of
the city folk consider it important.

Earlier in this thesis the statement was made that the

frequency with which human beings become disoriented makes it
Impossible to believe that they possess a special sense which
can determine the direction in which they are going.

This

questionnaire shows that of the one hundred and five subjects
only eleven had not experienced disorientation upon going to
a 3trange city.

disoriented.

I

Eighty-nine and five-tenths per cent had been
am going to quote a few of the answers*

"Streets were not laid out according to the
mental
image first formed. By standing still,
accustoming

myself and getting located

I

overcame it.

also been disoriented because of

have

I

different point

|

of entrance."
*It

es caused by a great number of curves and

corners, as one enters the city.
in

?ty

mind

I

By going over it

got the correct orientation in Kind."

"In Lawrence, Kansas, the train brought ae from

Chicago O.orth) into town around

a

thus entering from the South.

always thought of

Chicago to the South.
although

I

I

I

never overcame the feeling

always quickly swung my

ence around when

I

bend of the river

fra.rie

of refer-

become critical of it and thought

of driving somewhere."
"An arm of the Bussarde Bay cut back inland, and

seeded east.

It was really North.

This disoriented

me but by wa toning the sun, and studying a map of
the city

"Recently

overcaae it."

I
I

went to Troy, entering the city after

dark.

The next morning a group of us went for a

*alk.

After soing around a few blocks we could not

got back to the hotel.

This was because we entered

the city blindly and didn't know which way our

hotel faced or other valuable cues."
"I have been disoriented

several times.

This was

caused by riding in an irregular route without

paying any attention to definite directions,

I

overcame this by entering the main street
and discovering its general direction. Thus I was
able
to determine from which direction
7.

"I failed

I

had come."

to keep notice at first of general
dir-

ections and buildings obsoured the general
skyline.
Stopping to think
8.

T

was able to orient myself."

"So much that is new often gets one confused,
and

you can't tell Just where you are going.

I

over-

came it by establishing myself in one place and

taking further directions from that place."

There are many interesting things to be seen in these
answers.

9i can see that it is common for people to visualize

or form a picture of a given section,

fhan there are many

turnings and curves we often lose tha correct picture of

ourselves in relation to our environment and the relation
of the various objects in the environment.
to reestablish this picture.

We then endeavor

Some mentioned that they

"stopped to think" or they went over it in their minds or
swung their spatial frarae around.

v/e

remember that it *as

this facility waiaa we considered so important in orientation.

Some mentioned that the difficulty arose because they had

either failed to notice surroundings or in soae cases had
entered the city at night or while asleep on the train.

subject said that he did not see

a

One

sunset, by which means he

had customarily oriented, for two weeks and was so disoriented
that he never seemed to be able to overcome his disorientation

completely except when he actually stopped end figured it out.
This shows the importance of vision.

-k7It is also true that some
cities are particularly

confusing.

Among th ea we can't fail to
mention Boston,
*any subjects mentioned this.
Cities which are more simply
planned are much easier to visually
and we therefore font
a spatial frame of reference
much more reedily.
It is evident through out this
questionnaire that subjects
rec
ize* the importance of memory,
observation and the use
of all five senses in being well

m

oriented.

to be essential.

mental picture, in

By these

MM

^ns

These

m

believe

people tend to establish a

cases *uch less consciously than
others,

which is the relation of the individual
*ith his environment
and the relation of the component
parts of ais surroundings.
Three types of orientation may be used
(1)
havioral (5) Compass, ft nave proved as

|

r?i 3

ht-Left (£) Be-

result of this

questionnaire several facts relative to the
first and third
types,
1.

Right-left Orientation is more commonly used,

B*

In one hundred and five homes only
thirty-two

per cent used compass directions to tny
extent.
3.

ft

higher oer cent of rural people, however, used

compass directions than did urban people.
4.

The majority of people orient from the
North,

East

is second highest.
5.

6ixty-two and eight-tenths per cent of the subjects

could usa a map whrng North was not at the top,
6.

observing.

Giving directions

a

great deal encourages one to be

-E8-

in being oriented.

Sural people ere .ore
interested
in the problea of
orientation.
6.

th«

urban people

To keep ft*, being
disoriented one needs to be
observing and able to get
sensory cues.
3.

CHAPTER III

ittfmiB

op

mam$ m

compass

agsazoai

Froa tne study of the factors
in orientation we see
the tendency to use Rl ht-Left
3
orientation more than Compass.
The next problem |i to check thes*
MSSUiaotlon£
aa<le

^stionnaire.

ln the

To accomplish this problem of
measurement" it

necessary to devise some apparatus
which would present a
situation to *hich tae subject eould
orient, and «hich would
indicate the subject's time of reaction.
ifta

ftp observer faces a panel (6" x 6") on
as illustrated below, four lights.

«**

are placed,

Four touch keys ere con-

veniently located in front.

o

o
o

In beck of the panel ere electric switches
for exposing

any two successive lights.

There ere two groups of switches.

Any one of one group of switches selects the first
light, and
any one of the other group selects the second light.

By seans

of a rotating contact time delay outfit the interval
between
tne li;hts retains uniform.

1.

See diagram on next p&ge.

1ft th

the flash of the second

I

r
on

a.

rO

2

o
D

-o-

m

>-

UJ

^

V

6

6

6
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U*t

a Cenco TIaer

u

stated,

Pressing one of the keys.

ft is stopped by tne
autJect

In order for

^

^

„

^^

the response Is correct
there are in beck of the
panel four
saall lights, one of *hich
fUehe. as the corresponding Key
1- pressed.
The ti,e is then recorded
by the cxaainer/
There are three teats ,iven
the subject and eighteen
MMttai in e,ch test. The first test
natures the facility
of the subject to orlont
in ter^s of right end left.
The
instructions are as follows:
*In front of you are four
lights.

You ere to picture

yourself at the center of this
panel. T ,vo
, hts
You are to i^ine yourself
facing the first ll.ht and
tell by
pressing the correct key in this
series whether

u

wm

the second
light is to your rigfct, to
your left, or in beck of you.
Tha
keys -will be marked left, in
back end right respectively."
The subject is first given
three situations in order to
become acquainted with the procedure
then continues ,1th
the test.

M

1

36C0nd

about" when using

U

3ne

MMPMM

«*£

directions.

ability to "turn oneself
The directions are first

given as follows.
"The first light which flashes
in this test

regardless of its position on the board.
raeans of the correct key,

wtU

be North,

You are to *lve, by

the eoipasi point of the second
li ht.

The keys will be North, feat, South
and West respectively."

1.

w sh t0 acknowledge the work of ©r. H.
R. PeSilva.
i
^
Preeoott
and B. vellman in the construction
of
J.
J. apparatus.
this
£

After giving the subject three chances to try this, the

exaainar then proceeds and records the tiae necossary for each
response.

The third test also involves co^ass orientation.

Instructions are given as below.
"This tiae you are to assune that the first light Is East.

You then give the compass point of the second Light which flashes.
The keys will be narked as in Teat ho. £.«
&l in previous tests the responses are recorded by the

examiner.
"These tests have bean ;$iven at the

Massachusetts State

College to nln&ty students at the winter and suaraer sessions.
The results are inter est lag and worthy of our present

a ttention.

First we can justifiably ask if our apparatus actually
tests ability in Right-Left and Compass Orientation,

fe asked

the subjects whether in their experience they had found orienta-

tion easy or difficult.

The people

v.

ho thought it easy had better

or lower average than \hose who found it difficult,

Difficult

i&SZ
Test $1
Test #8
Test #3

.7? seconds
1.03 seconds
1,46 seconds

,81 seconds
1.E8 seconds
1,60 seconds

Another proof is the fact that those vho said that they

customarily oriented from the North did better on Test No, £,

which requires orientation from this point, then people who

ususlly oriented

on Test No.

Z>

froai the East,

1'he

latter, however, did better

v;hich necessitates orientation froa the Stst.

Test §%

ra

1
*

44 S6CC,nd3

1.38 second,
^cill another proof lt»m
lies in m»
«*• comparison of the
results of Ri^ht-teft
**rt (Test
M rt 1)\ and
uest No.
Coape.s (is and *?)
-•sta.
The people veho
customarily
ooaniy use
us» High**-**
pi .-,«. - ,
had a better
average on Test No. 1 *h«i« u
Ue " n ° 3e "*
'
orientation
sad better averages
on No. | and So . s>

11

-t

mm&&

ami

,V2
{'J
*

Test ft
Test #8

.>38

UJ14
i £I

'"

N

see fr

M *u

.xp^une.

»«i

apparatus,

or

goqtN

that there

U

«, .uo^t «.

.

caution

t». r. sult ,

,

brntmcn the

bulned

^

rt also shows cthe
, 0Ptfi nc O *»
ie iE
**P^t„nce
or usage or practice
of t„e
30;:e pe0
*

-

M

orientation.

;le

,

lMt

r
It

*

° arUin

°

**

iS

nore than others.
The

The score

costive

.In

abilities Jf v

seconds for each subject

tracting fro, the sve,age
of
everage of the responses

-North

Ma."

*-Utta^

um

en,

3 iven

had occasion to us.

„ iou3

m

Ms rMp4a8M

ln

This response is .

the south

m

rl ,

.,

u.ht

^-

by sub-

•

.tl^Uon

t*tce in the first test

define

lnte „ est

«, deters

to the , lapleU

This

^R^

„.

being

? lven.
to face the

, ln

bsclt

ood tn4iCktlon of

time without actually "turning
oneself about".
Th„re is e .ide range of
ability, as Indicated by
our
results.

„

'
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Highest
*~

Score,

„

Test #1

^st

*

08
;J*

#8

59

^fg

1.99
8.48

H

the mediums and the
high scores we see the
relative
difficulty for the subjects
i c 6B in these th™.
three htypes of situations
requiring orientation.
It probably
w -mm
orobahiv does not show
in the very
low scores because they
are exceptional cases.
To better see the
relative difficulty the
averages were
determined for each test.
They
mey were as follows
ftrti
for the ninety
people observed:

m

Test No. 1
Test No. £
Test No. 35

—
—

, 72
x.15
1,52

This shows that Ritf.t-L.ft
is easiest, North
orientation
13 next, and East is most
difficult of these three.
Even more conclusive are
a series of studies
of the
individual records of these
ninety people

?S

#

5

Orientation from the North easiest

W

found Hight-I*ft and East
equally easy^nd North
difficult
0Ur
"ifht-Left
Orientation most difficult
ig' J
"J

Mother aeans

of seeing the relative
difficulty of

thee,
three methods of direction.!
orientation la to study the
error,
aade.
In Teat No. 1 there .ere
only 91 errors, Teat So.
£ had
93 errors
all, s „a i„ Teat Ho. z there
«re 113 errors. This
sho»s that Right-Left Orientation
la easier for thl. group
of
aubjecta and that North Orientation
i; lvea
less difficulty In
Compass Orientation.

m

84*

When we divide the esses
according to handedness we have
en interesting Indication.
All evidence has led us to
see the
fairly constant comparative
facility of Right-Left Orientation
over Compass Orientation and
the comparative difficulty of
orienting from the east as compared
to the north.
The scores
of decidedly right-handed and
left-handed people showed these
sase relationships. The scores
of ambidextrous people did
not,
however. The following figures
bear out this
statement:

Rl&.lt- Handed Reoole (67)

S7J found Ri ght-Left easiest
found Orientation from North easiest
10; found Orientation from East
easiest

10% found Right-Left moat difficult
57?

found Orientation from East most
difficult

Left-Handed Peonle (11)
88* found Right-Left easiest
OUQ< Orientation from North
easiest
*S
J
J
0% found Orientation from East easiest

M
i%
"

8

ound ^U'ht-Left moat difficult
Orientation from North most difficult
J
found
Orientation from East most difficult
£
f oun

A:;bldextra V s People

&*)

57? found Right-Left easiest
149 found Orientation from North Easiest
38? found Orientation from East easiest

88f found Right-Left most difficult
ZZr found Orientation from North most
difficult
found Orientation from East most difficult

First note how the ambidextrous group falls
out of line
with the fairly constant relationship of the left
and right
handed scores, fie find that here the largest
percentage of
any group had difficulty with Right-Left Orientation
and while

-»B-

orientation fro. the north *as average
these subjects found
orientation from the east easiest in
a larger percentage of
cases than either of the other two
groups. They also had the
smallest per cent of people who found
the orientation from
the east moat difficult. How let us
compare the scores

of
the three different situations In
the ambidextrous *roup.
It is surprising, after the above
statements, to find that 57*
the largest per cent, found Right-Left
easiest. Notice, however,
the increasing ability in Compass
Orientation. I feel it

justifiable to say that ambidextrous people
surpass the decidedly right or left handed people in
ability to use Compass
Orientation. This is probably due to the
uncertainty of the
individual as to which is the right or left
if one does not
predominantly use one hand. This doubt in the use of
relative
orientation leads to the use of absolute orientation
which we
have shown to be compass orientation.
An interesting indication of the tendency of most
people
In this section of the country to underestimate their
ability
at Compass Orientation, probably due to our more
coaraon use of

Right-Left directions, is shown In the following data.

Of the

twelve who did best in Orientation from the North, seven
would

have predicted that they would have lone the first test best.
Likewise in Te3t No. £, three of the five thought they were
better in Right-Left.

In other words ten of the seventeen who

found Compass Orientation easiest on the test had been using

Right-Left Orientation.

It would certainly aeea that these

people would orient in everyday situations auch more readily

-Je-

ll'

they thought in terms of

ft^,,

directions,

it shows that
some of us are unaware of
our ability to use Compass
Orientation.
From this experiment we can
conclude several important
things.
1.

Orientation can be measured

*•
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Orient, from North
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i.is seconds
Oriont. from East
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&
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Right-Left Orientation is easier for
most people
neonl** than
fh.«
Compass Orientation.

4
'

5*

8'

?#

8.

9
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0^enSuon/

rOa

BOrth

**

leSS

in Compass

^

P

e
erienc
difficulty in orientation in life
£*,nsd
situations
poorer scores on this test.

custoa

KJfil
better Vl°
scores on

»^V

<*« North by which to orient had
the test requiring this method.

5
by '^ ich t0 orlent hsd l8SS difficulty
•Uh'rL
with
5rl»
tae 'jLt
test requiring
orientation from this ooint + han did
those who customarily used North.

^

People who used Right-Left Had better
scores on Test 41
g Compes * had bettep sc =>res on Tests *£
Tnl lzT

W0r8

01

S«%f«t
the Bait,

°? rhe
"JS
the least

»v
whereas,

orientation.
10#

0?ienLtiSn!

test requiring orientation from
were made in Right-Left

re e:nbldextrous 3hov; a superior ability
in Compass

Here we have the results of this study of
the Right Left
and Conpass Orientation of ninety people.
Some were right
handed, some were left handed and some were ambidextrous.
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These three different typos had
their own nroblems. The right
handed and left handed people aeoa
to have siallar result*.
I feel that the superior
ability of aabldextrous people in
compas* orientation t
due to tneir effort to establish
relationships by some
outride of themselves. Compass orientation
is an absolute thin^.
The aabidextrous people expressed having
a feeling of hesitancy about
determining which was

M

Mam

rljfct or

left due to the ability to ace both hands.

It would be natural

to try to maintain I feeling of security
by utilizing some

absolute ne&na of orientation.
There were .Tobleas in the testing vhich will
doubtless

defend attention as the use of the apparatus is
continued.
s

™

ft*

a

»y question which people should be called ambidextrous,

used people who could do several things with each
hand.

There are degrees of ambidextrousness.

If the person could

only tie his tie with the left hand, for example, that
person
was classed &s right handed.

However, if a person could

bat a ball with either hand or, write with left hand and
sew

with the right or vice

,-ersa,

ire

called the person ambidextrous.

Another problem was the problem of errors.

The subject wee

told to cooperate by gotting the correct answer and then

pressing the key.

It was natural to find I few errors.

Most

of them were discovered almost instantaneously with the

pressure of the key.

Each error was checked and if a person

made more than two or three errors on a test his results were

not used,

a

study of these showed that the averages w.>uld not

have changed the results.
this to standardize the

If anyone were interested in using

results and 3et up a devise to get
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indlvidual ratings, this problem
would have to be overcome.
#
I personally feel there
Is no need for such a study.
The
broader study of this thesis
concerning the ability of human
beings es . g r0Up to orient is
much more valuable. From
these tests we have been Interested
in learning about the
abilities of different groups and
so-ae of the influences
upon orientation. These I consider
Important.
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CHAPTER III
BJSHAVIORAfr ORIENTATION

The remaining type of orientation, although
it was
not the intention of the writer to study
this method as
thoroughly as the other two, should not be entirely
oaitted
from this thesis. It is £ common method and
one of the
most useful. In a previous chapter we have
defined for the
reader what we consider to be Behavioral Orientation.
It

Is essentially the ability to bear in mind the
relation of

oneself and one's goal.

We cited the Illustration of a

man's returning to his new hone from the office to which
he had been taken by automobile that morning.

The person

who could do this easily we maintained had noticed visual
cues, had a good memory for detail, had an approximate

estimation of the distance he would have to cover and the
tiae it would take, and an Idea of the general direction
in which he was to proceed.

In other words he perceives

certain relationships between himself and his environment.
In order to observe this kind of orientation it was

necessary to present some situation which would necessitate
the subjects moving about in an area and then giving the

relation of himself to a given goal.

The subject was taken

to a tree in the center of a level field and told to face a

given landmark so that he would be well oriented at the
point of departure.

He was next blindfolded.

The examiner

then led him over a course or route which consisted of a
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•ri.. of ninety degree angle
turns,

Th. sublet must be led
about or he would tend to
spiral as A. A. Shaeffer
and Lund
have definitely shown.
If the subject took curved
lines and
short angles it would be
Impossible for hi* to have any
basis f 0r relationship unless
there is a special sense of
direction in human beings, which
theory the writer does
not indorse. We have observed
from the experiences in
life situations which people
have related that when streets
or roads curved gradually they
found themselves disoriented.
Orientation in this c*se would be
just chance unless the
curve is noticeable enough for
the person to observe it
and allow for it. Because vision
is cut off in this test
it is necessary to make »
8ngles nlnety degre0 turns (<jr
some other known turning) end
keep the person in a straight
course.

U

The route should be fairly long.

After one or two

turns the person can almost always
tell you the direction
to his point of departure.
There were seven to twelve
turns. Then the subject was asked
to point to the tree.
The angle of devietion was recorded and
the subject was asked
to go the distance necessary to be
at the foot of the tree.
The examiner citing the direction in which
the person had
pointed lad him in a straight line until the
latter said
he should be at his point of departure.

This test supplemented with any suggestions
the

examiner could gain regarding the method the subject
used to
"keep his bearings" gave a good picture of the
process of
Behavioral Orientation.

-41On the following charts
we shall show the
routes
traced, the an g les of
deviation and the Ju^enta
of distance
of some of the subjects.
The purpose or this
brlef

tatoM9MMy pr00edur4
was not to formulate any
statements regarding people.,
aMUtles to perform tllls type Qf
rath9r
to gather from th.tr
Introspection aatertel concerning
the
aethod or a ea»s used to
orient. There are
Interesting
points found In the data
obtained and
should not fall to
note them. Ihe results are
as follows.
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It is quite evident that the first
subject was

correct in direction and good in distance.

The last

one would have gone in directly the opposite
direction and
twice as far as necessary. It is interesting
that such
examples should lead and close our list.
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A series of these
cues
ucs may hm
t•» an
be for
individual all he
needs to go froa one
point to another
n3iner * rw
One person tells of

™

an experience of beinar
oeing lost
Tn«if on his
v.*
way home froa his
first
day at school. Sow
kind ladiHdusi
Lvit.ua! straightening
s tn r <~v*
,
out his
conned, thoughts took hi* to the
front of the schoolho.se
and
Pointing to ,to, r
K Go
that
to find ho«e.«
For
mny years after he never turned
down
n zne
the €nd
end of tfe
i
the «r&lk
.
without
k
glancing at the tower. Xt
Tt
e V1SUS 1 cue
*
which he had become accustoaed to use and
©v<*n
' n mtUm
u *w
after he kn
the way he still
glanced at the tower, us**
6 U3e Vl£Uel
'
tnen of establishing a relationship between
ourselves
eives and °ur
Lk environment.
To
have a knowledge of that
relationship
onsni P lt*
* to nave a feeling of
security and be v/ell oriented.

&

i

ft***

is another factor.

The sublet, in the ebov.

test attempted to remember
certain displacements they had
n^e.
They were not successful if
they attempted to remember
all,
however. The better way was
to re.e.ber just the
previous
** * * and establish the new position. In
an ordinary
situation visual cues and auditory
cues would be remembered.
Auditory cues became more valuable
to tne subject when visual
stimuli were absent. These cues
should also b. mentioned as
snother method of finding relationship
with one's environment.
Tales of hikers and hunters ,,111
bear this out In their notation of sounds of running water.
Memory is also important
in judging tne distance. Hi see
here that a general memory
of the vicinity, utilizing
all cues, is necessary to the
mtxi-.ua ability In this orientation.

mmm

There seem to be two general sethods
of maintaining
relationships in this simple test and they
are -robebly
general to this type of orientation.
One method is to allow
for the displacement each time and
then maintain the relationship of oneself to the tree.
Another method is to allow for
the displacement and tnen see oneself
as facing a certain way
In the fr^me you are setting up.
Then when asked where the tree
is one determines the relation of
himself to the tree in this
frj*me of reference.
In other words, the first is a relative
orientation and the second is absolute.
The last step in this test gives us
information concerning
the individual's ability to judge the
movements he has made
as well as the distance and the time
necessary to traverse «
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dlreot route to his
goal.
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*. have

«M

that Behavioral
Orientation *ay .. elthep
Relative or Absolute. Ki.-ht-T
«ft t.
n
«i ftt-Left
*««
is always
the former end
Compass la always
absolute
t+ is *u
y
DScUute *
the contention of the
*
writer
that in the "evolution"
of orientation the
process to which
thi* chapter is devoted
is th. simplest .ethod
and is that
used by animla and
a SB
snares tn
n~i .v.
,
to ilnd
their
way about. Rl^hta»d CO.P... telWtottta
are the
thod, est.bli.hed by
»*n to express and aexe nore
uniforn
proces39 , of
and absolute orientation.
A S ha, b8sn aanUon8d
befor(j>
people of Madagascar do not
have *ords for
and left.
It
is also true that people
of Hawaii do not have words
for east,
fo

^

™"»

M

m

^

***

-45north, etc., but u.e the sun,
noon and
express to other, absolute

direction.

Mm

M eh

by „

to

Our everyd.y us. of

words such u. rtsht, east,
etc., he, co,e .bout .,
. desire to
..press to other, the relation
of objects in our environment.
So we see that Behavior.!
Orientation Is a ,i, 3 pl, method
.nd
is the relation of oneself
to his 30&I,
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observation tad the five senses,
Birectional Orientation re have
divide* into three types,
Ri*ht-Left,
end Compass. The first
end third ».
heve succeeded in
*H*m*j, Ri Sht-Left is , rel.tiv.
orient..
tion IftOi tep ts! k|
absolute. Behevorlal
Orientation may h.
either.

toWUi

In our study of

m^t-ieft

aeve,el things to be true.

JM*

end Confess methods we
found

^

the laporUnt we

Bight-Left is th. easier aethod
for the people g) this
vicinity.
North 11 the easier point
of orientation. Habit or
usage i„f

—

.

facility.

P60 p le wh0

m

lue nc.,

ln

^

ruMl 39cMons seon

-ore interest in corspass
directions then urban peopl..
to also found that people
underestimated their ability to
use
Orientation. If P eopl a *ould
aaie a point of being
coapassly oriented at all ti,..
they would probably find

tawt

it to

b. h simpler nethod than
Right-Left.

Right-Left Orientation is used
in driving, military
oorautf. and hunters use It
<,uite often in conjunction
rttt
Oonpass Orientation. Jin, SaUe
his trapping experience.
y

m

-47•* brook oyer to th. right
... fi ortng
" rl?ht

" t0

*

W

of thinking..

Beharorlel On.nt.tion

1. used when one ha. the goal i„
, laa 3uch

way home fro. sone point.

Mtnrit , Meh

„

flndlng on>I>

It ha. been proved that
aabldextrous

people have a tester ability
In the use of Conpa.s
Orientation.
This latter type la «,« often
eelled lnt0 pUy
ob3amng

M»i

end interpreting them.

^

So when we ,lence through
th.

*«ny thing, we io, we find aeny
instances which retire .on.
type of orientation a™) realize
the value of this study of
th.
process.
For years scientists have studied
the process of orientation in animals but we have not
stopped to realize that if we
would analyze a similar process
in ourselves we might be able
to comprehend these studies more
intelligently. We do need to
put ourselves in a similar situation.
do need to analyze
our thoughts before we can fully
understand this problem.
Introspection, a scientific attempt to
measure the
abilities of these ninety people, the
responses to one
hundred people to a previously mentioned
questionnaire, the
experiences of hunters and hikers with whom
I have talked,
have all led to these conclusions
concerning orientation.

*

emphasize again for the reader the three
different
types of situations in orientation. We
may orient in relation
to ourselves.
This we have termed right and left in our
(

tey I

language.

Vfe

sometimes orient in relation to some set or

absolute facts in nature.

In our language we have called

certain points North, East, West and South.

There are
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«*»«.

«

have

r getting our
relationships wlth the

of our environment.

nSVe Call6d

We have another type.

Orientation,

That is what

ft set up 6 a.nt&1

frame of reference and
visual!,* ourselves in
it as we get
various cues by a * fcns of
the ftve Sen3es#
w»ory and observation are all
essential. Find yourself
disoriented and you ,ill attempt
to establish your
relationship
to your surroundings
by one of these methods.
You w$U recall
that you have been taking
left hand turns all the
way. You
will then retrace your steps
making ri.ht hand turns
noticing
as you reach each corner
whether or not you remember
anvthing
familiar down that street.
This is not always an
effective
way and some people will
beco.se completely lost,
especially if
some turns were right and
some were left.

^^^

Or, you may orient with
absolute orientation, noticing
the sun, establishing the
relationship of your home *ith
the

sun in its present position
and ,ork your **jr back in
that
direction. Then again, you may
have set up a frame of
reference in which you visuals
yourself in . given relation
to your home.
Regardless of right, left, north
or south you
know that if you go this way
for a short distance and then
take a ninety degree angle turn
you will be in the vicinity
of your goal.
People vary greatly as to the
use of any of
these. Some are especially
successful in one type and some
relatively ? oor in all. Human
beings hsve no special sense
which will lead them to their own
destination. They have to
remember, organize their observations,
and set up their own
relationships.
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CONCLPST '.Wfl

U

Hlght-Left Orientation is more
commonly used than
Compass Orientation.

£.

Right-Left was proven to be easier
for people in this
vicinity.
68,5# Preferred Bight-Left on Questionnaire.
65#

Diet

best on Right-Left Test.

22.8% Preferred Compass on Questionnaire.
'62%

Did Best on Compass Test.

3*

Orientation from the North gave less
difficulty in Compass
Orientation,

4.

People who are ambidextrous Show
a superior ability in
Compass Orientation.

5.

Living in

home in which directions are -iven
in compass
terms, or in a rural district say
encourage the
a

use of

Compass Orientation.
6.

Visual, kinesthetic and auditory cues
with observation
and memory of these details are all
important in being
well oriented.
»« hope that this forward step in the study of orienta-

tion in human beings will be an Incentive
to further investigation
in the problem, for this will surely help
us to better understand
the problem of orientation in all animals.
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a
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animals do orient
Perhaps the experiments
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do not wish to discredit
the .or. of Rabeud.
It
is outstanding as a
ltnimTk ln th „ Bore
in, orientation, whereas,
».« of the older experimenters
thought
the process could be
explained a. b9 i onglaB t0 SOB
„
«nse, fiabaud like ».t of the
later eclentlst accredits
the
ability to perception fro*
m.,re than on. sense.
Tne book hs.
also attracted popular
attention which la valuable.
S?e

j^fc

Earlier work such aa that
of Vlguler, Raynaud and
Benet
are given In psychological
and philosophical Journal,.
Each
proposed some theory and these
wo have mentioned In Chapter
I.
The value of these articles
Is an historical one.
It 1, interest!^ to trace the theories of
the scientists. These article.
are for the most part. theoi^Mr.*"!
Theoretical, beckeda by occasional
observations, some of *rhich sho*
ueegsr data.
In the Elblio.r.phy
another interesting group of
reference,
will be found which are popular
in nature and written for
the 1.

mind.

7

Some of these are based
on the material proposed by
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^
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scientists and to0. tne
tr#nds of th3u5ht
probiea * at
aao tha . sea59 a[
dl CUon> .
Prcbabiy the moat valuable
article to
,
survey of t a„ theories
which have
nave ta«„
teen proposed md an
in.
eentlve to experimental
investigation was that of
J B*
V.atson and K. s.
u.hley written t» WW,
snttUed . lB
Historical .no Experimental
Study of mi*£.i
This l. ».
wor, d o„.
ausploes
the 0arne8U
Bird Key, Tortugas,
raorld . u?on Koddy
«. Sooty tern ,.
The article discusses
the rarlous
attempts to give ,o
e specie! sense.
These they
discredit „ith experiment,.
They succeed
breekln, down
these theories end
conclude that visual and
klnae>thetle
senses eld proxlaate
orientation hut th.t rhey
h.ve no explanation for distant
orientation. This Indeed
. .«mul u. for
investigation,

mmm
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* book written In

1*»

by Jacosrd> ,

review the present problem
of orientation.

^

Bis book *,
sens de L a Direction
iolntalne chez L-Ho^e- is
„ ot based upon
but is a toeory as to
how animals and men orient,
b Jaccard divides orientation according
to the distance.
He stresses the us. of
landmarks and the Importance
of memory
He discredits meny of the
stones concerning savages and
concludes that there 1, no
special sense of direction.
There follows a complete
bibliography of the artlciea
and books read previous to
toe writing of this chest,.
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